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Abstract

In online learning, classifier is updated as records get available sequentially with the help of time. The misclassifications depends on the class which has been wrongly classified. Above both concepts are largely studied in data mining. In Cost sensitive online learning classification, cost of the misclassification is considered during online learning of the classifier. In domain knowledge adaption, Knowledge (Classifier) from source domain is adapted to target domain considering cost of misclassification. So accuracy of the system is increased. In proposed work cost of the misclassification is considered to adapt the knowledge from source domain to target domain. The proposed system uses the concept of cost sensitive online learning based knowledge transfer. In existing knowledge transfer system i.e. in OTL cost of misclassification is not considered while transferring knowledge from source domain to target domain. But in proposed system cost of misclassification is considered while updating classifier on sequentially coming data. To evaluate the approach spam base dataset is used and the implemented system gives better results.
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